
 

 

100 years of Beurer: from a heat pad producer 
to a digital health specialist  
 
Ulm, 04 March 2019 – 1919. Right after the end of the First World 

War. In a bedroom in Ulm, the married couple Käthe and Eugen 

Beurer had a simple question – what can we do with two sewing 

machines to ensure we can make a living when it's cold and dark 

outside and bring a bit more warmth into people's lives? The idea 

to produce electric heat pads resulted in the business being 

registered in that same year. The foundation for Beurer had been 

laid. One hundred years later, the Swabian family business has 

become a globally operating company with over 1000 employees, 

500 products and its own app range. The anniversary year is being 

celebrated with various events at the headquarters in Ulm, Berlin 

and around the world at the subsidiaries.  

 

Heat pads and electric blankets are still part of the Beurer range today. 

However, the product range has also been continuously expanded in recent 

years and is now divided into the areas of well-being, medical, beauty, 

active and babycare. The range includes scales, blood pressure monitors 

and massage, beauty and fitness devices, for example. Many products are 

compatible with one of the total of 15 Beurer apps. 

"Digitalisation hasn't just affected our 

processes, but also the entire product range," 

states Managing Director Marco Bühler, who is 

the 4th generation to lead the company. 

"Previously, changes to the product range 

were strongly focussed on new areas. In 

recent years, we have increasingly grown from 

solely producing products to becoming a 

software provider. Of course, this includes 

completely different challenges, but also offers us and our customers 

tremendous new opportunities.”  

 

Due to the high level of innovation, the range (which features some 500 

products) is also completely renewed every 2-3 years on average. From 

Ulm and through 14 additional subsidiaries, the devices are distributed to 
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more than 100 countries around the world. From a husband and wife 

business in 1919, the company has grown into a global player with more 

than 1000 employees.  

 

In addition to the headquarters in Ulm/Soeflingen, Beurer also has a 

service centre in Neu-Ulm and operates a distribution centre in Uttenweiler, 

which now has a storage area of 16,380 m², comprising 21,000 pallet 

storage spaces. At the headquarters in Soeflingerstraße 218, a new 

building is currently being constructed; it will be completed in spring 2020. 

On a floor area of approximately 700 square metres, Beurer is creating the 

capacity for 100 new jobs; and thereby laying a stable foundation for the 

next 100 years!  

 

 

About Beurer 

Beurer was founded in 1919 in Ulm and is synonymous with health and well-being. 
Today the long-standing company leads the way in several product fields in this 

segment; the company is the market leader in Europe in the area of flexible heating 
and the market leader in Germany for blood pressure monitors and massage 
products. Beurer is also one of the leading European suppliers of personal scales. 
This portfolio is constantly being developed further in all areas and offers products 
for use at home. It includes personal scales, kitchen scales, luggage scales, air 
cleaners, air dehumidifiers, air washers, thermo hygrometers, aroma diffusers, 

blood pressure monitors, blood glucose monitors, mobile ECG devices, hearing 
amplifiers, pulse oximeters, nebulisers, clinical thermometers, a sleep sensor, 
wake-up lights, a snore stopper, brightlights, infrared lamps, TENS/EMS devices, 
massage products (foot massage, Shiatsu massage, massage chairs, massage 
cushions, fasciae massage, compression leg therapy), a relaxing aid, hair removal 
devices (classic, IPL, laser), FaceCare and HairCare products, a cellulite releaZer, 
cosmetics mirrors, manicure/pedicure sets, a BabyCare line, basal thermometers, 

activity sensors, an activity watch and heart rate monitors. USB ports and 
Bluetooth® enable an increasing number of Connect products to connect to the 

growing Beurer app world and/or software. The family-run company operates a 
global distribution network in more than 100 countries and currently has a 
workforce of around 1000. Further information is available at www.beurer.com. 
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